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This workbook is designed to help you retain what you learn from the 3 Key Skills training 
videos, and implement each skill inside your business, for maximum impact. 

Simply follow along with the video and add in your answers as you go.

Video Training: Fill in the blanks
The new “soft skills” for this new world of business are:

       1

       2

       3

Pivotal to standing out in business is the necessity of your marketing becoming incredibly 

_______________________________ on who it’s seeking to target.

The first step to standing out in business is:

bring your business values ______________________________________ .

The second step to standing out in business is: 

elate these ______________________ to your _______________________ .

3 key skills to accelerate your business, Workbook 1

How to stand out
in business
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Questions to consider:
?   How can you get even more specific about who your ideal clients are?

?   How can you better understand why you are most drawn to serve this group of people?

?   How does your story interweave and interrelate  with their stories?

The third step to standing out in business is: 

be clear & specific with addressing your ideal clients ______________________ and the 
outcomes you offer.

“What do you do?”
“I work with (your ideal clients) by (a couple of words describing the big picture perspective 
of what you do) so that they (concise description of the benefits your ideal client wants to 
experience that your business delivers).”

Your turn:
Write your own statement using the template above.

I work with ________________________________________________________________________

By _______________________________________________________________________________

So that they _______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Standing Out: the formula
Your ideal client’s problems, anxieties or worries

+

Your back-story, perspective, values, big picture motivation 

+

Your ongoing stories (told through your blog, emails, social media & face-to-face)

=

Your business’s unique difference
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Your homework
(should you choose to accept it)

Brainstorm story topic ideas:

       ·   That illustrate your business’s values

       ·   That address your ideal clients directly

       ·   That solve real problems that you’ve heard your ideal clients discussing

These story ideas are for your business blog, your marketing emails, your sales conversations 
and other marketing.

For more on how to grow your business, join the Hustle & Heart program and community. 
This comprehensive business coaching program covers digital marketing, simple, sleaze-
free sales, productivity and self-care for business owners.

Bring your values front-and-centre in your business, combining heart with hustle, so you 
can do your best work. 

The Hustle & Heart program starts shortly! Learn more and register your interest:  
www.hustleandheart.com.au/program
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